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Railroad Museum Is Location Site for Film

The Galveston Railroad Museum was recently the location for filming of Kentucky Infidel, the life story of Willis Brown. Set in the 1870’s, Brown’s memoirs are a record of his experiences at the train depot once known as Galveston Union Station.

Written and directed by Barbara Sundstrom, great-great granddaughter of Willis Brown, it’s a story of a life power-packed with humor and drama. Sundstrom remarked, “The train depot is just as Willis describes it and is so beautifully restored. It’s like stepping back in time. The Galveston Railroad Museum is remarkable. We are so happy to be here.”

Sundstrom is currently the Executive Director of Cross Wind Productions, a non-profit organization dedicated to mentoring teen filmmakers while producing dramatic movies that address tough teen issues.

To follow film production and to watch a trailer go to www.kentuckyinfidel.com
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